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Description
The volume is devoted to the main tendencies that organize the prose of Olga Tokarczuk. Using the perspective
of the anthropology of literature (ethnopoetics, ecopoetics, somatopoetics) we focus on the problem of empathy,
and on the author’s desire to cross boundaries between human and non-human, masculine and feminine,
speakable and unspeakable, marginal and central.

About the Editors
Anna Łebkowska is a Professor at the Faculty of Polish Studies of the Jagiellonian University in Krakow
(Poland). Her interests include: theories of literary fiction, anthropology of literature, gender issues, problems
of body and affects in contemporary prose. She is the author of many books including Empathy. On Literary
Narratives 20th and 21st Centuries (2008), Somatopoetics – Affects – Imagination (2019).
Eugenia Prokop-Janiec is a Professor at the Faculty of Polish Studies of the Jagiellonian University in Krakow
(Poland). She specializes in the history of modern literature and literary criticism, ethnology of literature,
Polish-Jewish literary and cultural contacts. Among her books are Polish-Jewish Literature in the interwar
Years (2003), Polish-Jewish Frontier. Topographies and Texts (2013); Literature & Ethnology (2019).

Submission Requirements
All chapters submitted should conform to the grammar and formatting guidelines provided by Cambridge
Scholars Publishing, which can be viewed here: https://www.cambridgescholars.com/pages/forms-guidelines;
Unless agreed with the Editor prior to submission, referencing should be in Chicago;
Any work submitted for publication should be free of copyright restrictions and a statement should be submitted
in support of this;
Contributions should be scholarly rather than anecdotal or unverifiable;
Contributions must be wholly in English, excluding footnotes, appendices and short extracts for translation;
While we will perform pre-press evaluations on the collection, we do not provide full proofreading services, so
we ask that works are submitted to us in their final, ‘ready-to-go’ form.
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